Your Guide to Enjoying
Cannabis with Confidence

STEP 1

CHOOSE YOUR SERIES
Curious but don’t know where to start?
Low potency products for the new patient
or for micro-dosing.
2mg THC + CBD per dose

This easy-to-navigate assortment, always precisely
infused with 2mg of THC and variations of CBD,
is intended to ease you into the early stages of your
cannabis experience or serve as a slight pick-me-up
for more seasoned purveyors.

Know your medicine, but seek a premium
remedy? Crafted for the seasoned patient
who seeks a superior experience.
10mg THC per dose

Neither too tame nor too tenacious, always
precisely infused with 10mg of THC, this collection
of Evolution Series products is intended to elevate
your cannabis experience.

Are you a connoisseur exploring all
possibilities? High potency products,
strictly for qualified patients.
50mg+ THC per dose

Our most advanced provisions are not for the faint
of heart. This Voyager Series is formulated for the most
discerning of palates, precisely dosed with 50mg or more
of THC. Far be it for us to tell you how to experience
your cannabis, you connoisseur.

STEP 2

CHOOSE YOUR CONSUMPTION METHOD
The Key Ingredient Across all of our Products
is Triple-Distilled, CO2-Extracted Cannabis Oil
for a Clean, Smooth Taste and Draw
Always Pesticide Free and Solvent Free

AWARD-WINNING
DISTILLATE VAPE
CARTRIDGE
CARAMEL
HARD CANDY
SERIOUSLY GOOD
GUMMIES

AWARD-WINNING DISTILLATE VAPE CARTRIDGE
By breathing the vapor, cannabinoid absorption takes place in your lungs,
providing the fastest uptake into your system and therefore the most immediate relief.

BLENDS INCLUDE:
Pure Distillate | Chillax + CBN | Cloud Nine
Engage + THCV | 1:1 CBD:THC | Earl Grey
Visit Our Website for Our Latest Blends and Premium Flavors
We found the best hardware to vape our triple-distilled cannabis oil for your best experience,
so keep in mind you must always use the Darwin battery with the Darwin cartridge.

AVAILABLE IN ALL THREE SERIES:

250MG CANNABINOIDS
500MG CANNABINOIDS

500MG THC

1000MG THC

CARAMEL HARD CANDY
By sucking on a hard candy, cannabinoid absorption primarily takes place
in the mouth, so intake is faster than edibles that are swallowed, but not as fast as vaping.

Made from scratch for precise, homogenous infusion,
Darwin’s strict production process ensures you get the exact dose, every time.
Infused with our triple-distilled cannabis oil, you can relish the delicious,
smooth and buttery taste. The rich texture also allows you to savor your
experience while benefiting from the oral absorption of cannabinoids.

AVAILABLE IN ALL THREE SERIES:

25MG CBD
20:2 CBD:THC

10MG THC

50MG THC

SERIOUSLY GOOD GUMMIES
By chewing and swallowing a gummy, cannabinoid absorbtion primarily takes place
in your digestive system, providing the slowest intake and longest lasting effects.

Just like our Caramel Hard Candies, these medibles are made from scratch
for precise, homogenous infusion and individually wrapped.
Individually wrapped, these gluten-free gummies can be taken on the go.
Infused with Darwin’s triple-distilled, CO2-extracted cannabis oil,
you can relish the delicious, fruity flavors:
cherry, piña-colada, orange, blackberry and key lime.

AVAILABLE IN ALL THREE SERIES:

10:2 CBD:THC

10MG THC

50MG THC
100MG THC

YOUR GUIDE TO FINDING YOUR IDEAL DOSE
WHAT MAKES DARWIN EDIBLES DIFFERENT?
Precisely Dosed | Made from Scratch
Never Sprayed | THC is Evenly Distributed Through Each Edible

HOW TO FIND YOUR IDEAL EDIBLE DOSE
At Darwin, we want to ensure you always enjoy your cannabis experience
with confidence. Be aware that the non-mind-altering CBD in our candies may
also help ease you into the experience. Follow these directions with our
Origin 20:2 CBD:THC Hard Caramel Hard Candies, or Origin 10:2 CBD:THC
Seriously Good Gummies. Each session below should take place on a different day.
Please note that edibles can take a long time to take effect (up to two hours)
so don’t consume any additional THC within a two hour window of taking an edible.

SESSION 1:

Plan some quiet, comfortable time to yourself, preferably with some
good music or a movie. The first time you consume, take one 2mg
THC Darwin edible and see how you feel over the course of two hours.
This is a light dose, so some may not feel much of an effect at all. If
you’re comfortable with the effect, then you’ve found your ideal dose.

SESSION 2:

If you feel you require a more potent effect, take two
2mg Darwin edibles (total of 4mg THC)

SESSION 3:

If you are still not reaching a more potent effect, repeat,
adding increments of one, 2mg Darwin Edible per session.
(e.g. 6mg THC, 8mg THC)

WE ALSO CRAFT 10MG THC ‘EVOLUTION SERIES’ DARWIN EDIBLES,
SO GRAB SOME OF THESE GOODIES SHOULD YOUR COMFORT LEVEL REACH 10MG OF THC.
Department of Health Services’ Warning: Marijuana use can be addictive and can impair an individual’s ability to
drive a motor vehicle or operate heavy machinery. Marijuana smoke contains carcinogens and can lead to an
increased risk for cancer, tachycardia, hypertension, heart attack, and lung infection. Keep Out of Reach of Children

WHY DARWIN™?
PURITY

Triple-distilled, CO2-extracted cannabis oil
Is the key ingredient across all our products.
Our extraction and distillation process removes all impurities,
to deliver a most pure and premium experience.
We always start with pesticide-free flower and our products
are solvent-free.
Our ‘special sauce’ if-you-will, allows you to experience
pure cannabis through the clean smooth draw on a vape
or via the clean smooth taste of a medible.

PRECISION

Accurate Dosing, Every Time.
We use exact dosing formulations to craft our vape blends
and medibles - all made form scratch and precisely dosed with
our pure distillate base.

PROMISE

That You Will Always Enjoy with Confidence.
Choose Your Series: We segment our products into three
'Series' based on potency, so when you find your ideal dose,
you can stay in your lane and enjoy a consistent experience every time.
Choose Your Consumption Method: To further tailor
your experience, we provide three distinct consumption methods,
each with their own benefit.
Your Trusted Guide: We aim to take the guess-work out
of your experience by providing all the tools and information
you need for your most confident cannabis experience.

New to Cannabis? In Need of an Evolved Experience?
Tire of Products that Underwhelm or Over-deliver? Darwin is Here to Help.

